2010 dodge nitro sxt

This Dodge Nitro is definitely one of the best vehicles I have ever purchased I read a lot of
information on them and a lot of it said it was a bad SUV to purchased just based on the bad
fuel mileage, I wanted to yell at these people who wrote those, "its a freaking SUV of course the
gas mileage is crappy your looking at an SUV for more room, so more room means heavy
means it takes more gas to move the thing really! Its a great SUV. I have to wonder if those
people complaining actually bothered to preview the car prior to buying it. Did they sit in it, test
drive it, ask questions about it? If they did and complain after the fact about non-mechanical
issues the problem is not the car - it's them! Also, all brands have defective individual autos. I
would not condemn an entire model based on one bad car. Let's be real here. My Nitro has
logged more than 27, miles and is going strong with no mechanical problems. It has a spacious
and comfortable interior suitable for a family of five. The rear seats even have a middle shoulder
strap seat belt. The Nitro looks distinctive and is a lot of fun to drive. I love it! This isn't a truck
for everyone. I bought it because it fit several key needs. First off, the size was exactly what I
wanted. I had some of the SUVs Edmunds compared this one to and found them to be too small.
I didn't want larger than this. It had the best sticker price of anything at this size, and it could
tow the most, which I needed in order to bring my Mustang to the track. The other reason I
wanted it was the fact it was so bare bones I knew that I could modify it the way I wanted. It's a
Jeep in better clothing. I take the Nitro out to the Arizona trails here and see tons of Jeeps, but
I've never once seen a lifted Nitro like mine out there. Test drove a few before considering the
SXT 4x4. Some of which included the Mazda CX7, and the Acadia. Mazda handled like a sedan,
and the Acadia like a minivan a little more fun. The Nitro handles like a truck! It's built on the
RAM chassis, so don't expect anything less. Fuel economy is not impressive, but still within
average for a 3. The Mazda Tribute 3. Overall, it handles like the truck but has the comfort of a
large SUV. It's flexibility of offering exterior raw power with interior comfort makes it perfect
option for looking to have 2 cars in 1. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Nitro. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings
5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Fun, attractive, reliable "bad boy" SUV! A great truck for the
right person. It's a Truck, not a Minivan! Items per page:. Write a review See all Nitros for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Nitro. Sign Up. The Dodge Nitro has a macho name and a macho
image, but that's about where its appeal ends. Just about any other compact crossover SUV
would be a wiser purchase. Nitro was one heck of an American Gladiator. His long hair,
'roidtastic physique and unmatched ability in the Joust all added up to make him a fan favorite
among s TV viewers devoted to watching muscle-bound men and women in spandex roll around
in giant metal spheres. Oh, it's got the macho styling down pat, but what it lacks is that
unmatched ability as an everyday driver that allows it to compete in the fiercely competitive
small-SUV segment. If the Nitro the truck, not the Gladiator looks familiar, that's because it's
essentially a modestly restyled Jeep Liberty. The Dodge is tuned a bit more for on-road use and
offers a larger, optional V6 engine, but otherwise, they are the same vehicle. That certainly has a
few benefits -- namely, a part-time four-wheel-drive system and a substantial towing capacity. Of
course, it also brings along a live-axle rear suspension, poor fuel economy and unimpressive
handling dynamics that make the Nitro less than ideal for the tasks that most people use small
SUVs for. The interior is another area where the Nitro leaves much to be desired. Cargo space is
generous and the controls are simple enough to use, but the overall materials and construction
pale in comparison to what you'll find in vehicles like the GMC Terrain, Mazda CX-7 and Subaru
Forester. Additionally, the Nitro's backseat is mounted low to the floor, counteracting the
comfort otherwise provided by the reasonable amount of legroom and reclining seatback. If the
Dodge Nitro were to run in the American Gladiators' Eliminator obstacle course, it would get
caught up in the cargo net and fall off the spinning cylinder. Those aforementioned small SUVs
are far more sensible and better-constructed choices as they provide the sort of performance
the Nitro's styling promises but doesn't ultimately deliver. This is one American gladiator that
doesn't make the cut. The Popular Equipment Group adds cruise control, an outside
temperature gauge and a compass. A sunroof is a stand-alone option. The Nitro Shock trim
adds different inch wheels, a sunroof, leather upholstery and heated seats. The Media Center
upgrade package adds to the Detonator and Shock trim levels navigation, real-time traffic, a
touchscreen interface and digital music storage. There is a Towing package available on all
trims. The Dodge Nitro Heat comes with a 3. A four-speed automatic transmission is standard.
Rear-wheel drive and four-wheel drive are available, with the latter being a part-time system with
high- and low-range gearing. A new feature for cuts fuel to this engine when decelerating to
theoretically save fuel. In performance testing, the virtually identical Jeep Liberty 4x4 went from
zero to 60 mph in a lazy 9. The Nitro Detonator and Shock come with a 4. A five-speed automatic
is standard with this engine, while the choice of rear- and four-wheel drive is the same. In
performance testing, a rear-drive Nitro with the 4. Standard safety equipment includes antilock

disc brakes, traction and stability control and side curtain airbags. The stability control includes
a trailer sway control feature. Rear parking sensors are standard on the Detonator and Shock. In
government crash tests, the Dodge Nitro achieved a top five-star rating in all frontal and side
crash categories. Testing by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Nitro its top
score of "Good" in the frontal-offset test and a second-worst "Marginal" in the side test. In
Edmunds brake testing, a Nitro with the optional inch wheels came to a stop from 60 mph in feet
-- good performance for this type of vehicle. With its aggressive styling and macho name, you'd
think that the Dodge Nitro offered vigorous power and acceleration. Alas, even with the 4. At
highway speeds, the cabin is surprisingly quiet and the ride is comfortable for the most part,
too. Handling has never been a Nitro strong suit compared to other small SUVs, and the
steering is notably vague. Most competitors are better to drive and instill more confidence.
Inside, the Nitro has a somewhat industrial feel, though faux aluminum accents brighten the
place up a bit. Materials quality is below average for this class, with several plastics standing
out as unacceptably low-grade. An upright seating position provides a good view out the front,
and liberal use of soft cushioning makes it easy to get comfortable. Legroom is ample for adults
in the reclining backseat, though the bench is mounted too low for optimal comfort. There are
32 cubic feet of cargo space behind the rear seat. The lift-over height is high for a midsize SUV.
With the rear seats folded, there are 65 cubic feet of cargo space available, about average for
this class. The front passenger seat can also fold forward to aid in carrying long items. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge
Nitro. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge
lease specials Check out Dodge Nitro lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Subpar gas mileage, lackluster
acceleration with either engine, chintzy interior, vague steering and trucky handling. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Dodge Nitro gains a deceleration fuel cut-off feature when equipped with the 3.
The Load 'n Go sliding trunk floor has been discontinued and there are new snappy trim level
names: Heat, Detonator and Shock. Front active head restraints and power-heated mirrors are
now standard, while the base stereo now has six speakers. Read more. Write a review See all 27
reviews. This Dodge Nitro is definitely one of the best vehicles I have ever purchased I read a lot
of information on them and a lot of it said it was a bad SUV to purchased just based on the bad
fuel mileage, I wanted to yell at these people who wrote those, "its a freaking SUV of course the
gas mileage is crappy your looking at an SUV for more room, so more room means heavy
means it takes more gas to move the thing really! Its a great SUV. Read less. Fun, attractive,
reliable "bad boy" SUV! I have to wonder if those people complaining actually bothered to
preview the car prior to buying it. Did they sit in it, test drive it, ask questions about it? If they
did and complain after the fact about non-mechanical issues the problem is not the car - it's
them! Also, all brands have defective individual autos. I would not condemn an entire model
based on one bad car. Let's be real here. My Nitro has logged more than 27, miles and is going
strong with no mechanical problems. It has a spacious and comfortable interior suitable for a
family of five. The rear seats even have a middle shoulder strap seat belt. The Nitro looks
distinctive and is a lot of fun to drive. I love it! A great truck for the right person. This isn't a
truck for everyone. I bought it because it fit several key needs. First off, the size was exactly
what I wanted. I had some of the SUVs Edmunds compared this one to and found them to be too
small. I didn't want larger than this. It had the best sticker price of anything at this size, and it
could tow the most, which I needed in order to bring my Mustang to the track. The other reason
I wanted it was the fact it was so bare bones I knew that I could modify it the way I wanted. It's a
Jeep in better clothing. I take the Nitro out to the Arizona trails here and see tons of Jeeps, but
I've never once seen a lifted Nitro like mine out there. See all 27 reviews of the Used Dodge
Nitro. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover
Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the
Nitro. Sign Up. The Nitro is a traditional body-on-frame vehicle with a live-axle rear suspension
that can tow up to pounds when equipped with the trailer tow package and a weight-distributing

hitch, though pulling that much with the Nitro's base 3. These truck roots have downsides,
however. A big one is the Nitro's poor fuel economy, which sits in the mid-teens in the city and
lows on the highway, regardless of engine and drivetrain configuration. Its available part-time
four-wheel drive system is of limited use as well, since the transfer cars has only two modes:
2WD and 4WD lock. Because the passenger area of the Nitro is essentially a box, there's plenty
of headroom for the occupants and space for their cargo. The Nitro has Fit and finish is lacking,
however. Bodystyles: SUVEngines: 3. Notable changes to the Dodge Nitro for the model year
include the addition of front-row active head restraints, a standard six-speaker stereo, heated
rear-view mirrors, an air-filtration system and new premium stain-resistant cloth upholstery.
SXT models get new leather trim, auto-up front-passenger window, and security alarm. Both
models get a new interior color as well as Light Sandstone Metallic exterior paint. The boxy
Nitro is not a particularly attractive vehicle. SE models receive a chrome grille, while the rest of
the range gets body-color grilles. SXT models are available with inch wheels. The Nitro's
two-tone interior is fairly spartan in appearance and material quality. Cloth seats are standard,
with leather optional on SXTs. A navigation system and 8-speaker, watt stereo are the major
tech options. The Nitro's base 3. The more-modern 4. Live axle rear suspension means
truck-like ride quality. Dual front and front-row side-curtain airbags are standard across the
Nitro range. All models also come standard with stability control, anti-lock brakes, brake assist,
electronic roll-mitigation, and front-row active head restraints. SE, SXT 3. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Dodge Nitro Expert Review motortrendauthor. Four-speed automatic Interior fit and
finish Poor fuel economy Truck-like ride. Jeep Liberty Suzuki Grand Vitara. All Model Years A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

